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Abstract- -This  paper reports the progress made in multiquadrics (MQ) as a spatial approximation 
scheme for systems of governing equations of engineering and physics by minimizing the spatial trun- 
cation errors without excessive refinement. Although MQ is defined over the general n-dlmensional 
real space, this paper is limited to two spatial dimensions defined over a general non-convex irregular 
region containing inhomogeneously cattered nodes. 
We have developed a strictly conservative interpolation scheme over such irregular egions from 
which the partial derivative stimates are obtained. In addition, we developed a non-iterative scheme 
to be used with domain decomposition to ensure derivative continuity over contiguous regions. Jump 
discontinuities for shock and material interfaces are likewise treated by appropriate modification of 
the algorithm. 
We have compared the relative errors of the derivative stimates defined over an irregular egion 
consisting of inhomogeneously scattered nodes obtained by the MQ and Voronol mesh schemes. 
The MQ relative errors of the derivative stimates are three orders of magnitude better than those 
obtained from the Voronoi mesh method. (In our previous papers, we have shown that MQ is 
superior in its derivative stimates over regular gridded regions.) We have also used MQ to estimate 
derivatives within a very narrow "shock" region with similar excellent results. While comparing 
spatial approximation schemes for PDE's, we found the MQ results to be superior in accuracy and 
were calculated by far fewer operations than standard finite difference schemes. Other authors have 
likewise used MQ successfully to solve integral equations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the problem of solving the governing physics and engineering partial differential equa- 
tions (PDE's), integral or integro-differential equations numerically over an arbitrarily shaped 
domain. In general, the set of dependent variables, ~, is defined at a finite number, N, of spatial 
locations on a domain of arbitrary ordering. Our objective is, given a finite amount of informa- 
tion concerning ~, to construct optimally the spatial variation of • over the domain so that the 
appropriate integrals, gradients, Laplacians, etc., can be approximated. 
Finite difference and finite elements use localized, low order polynomials as basis functions 
of a "stencil," which are generally linear or quadratic. Higher order polynomials are generally 
avoided because of the notorious "snaking" problem which renders derivative estimates worthless. 
Although such schemes are simple to implement, derivatives are not continuous across stencils. 
Splines insure derivative continuity, but not monotonicity unless constraints are imposed; see 
Carlson and Fritsch [1,2]. Spectral methods can be considered as variable order polynomial 
methods defined at the appropriate Gauss points. However, in extending (monotonic) splines or 
spectral methods to higher spatial dimensions, we are restricted to tensor product grids. 
Because not all physical problems of interest are amenable to a tensor product grid, the grid 
generation becomes a significant part of the overall computation. A further complication arises 
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if the nodes are permitted to move such as in Lagrangian, or moving node calculations in which 
connectivity relations are broken, and severely distorted polygons appear. 
The purpose of the paper is to present an alternative spatial approximation scheme for the 
problem of an arbitrarily shaped omain consisting of inhomogeneous scattered data. This scheme 
has applications for the general PDE, integral, or integro-differential equation problem. 
2. REVIEW OF HARDY'S MULTIQUADRIC SCATTERED DATA SCHEME 
To determine the best spatial approximation scheme for the scattered node problem, Franke [3] 
tested 29 different approximation schemes over three data sets consisting of 25, 33, and 100 
scattered nodes, respectively. Of all the methods tested, he ranked Hardy's [4] multiquadric 
(MQ) scheme as the best based on accuracy, ease of implementation, computational expense, 
and visual appeal. He gave a low rating to finite elements using triangular and quadrilateral 
schemes. 
The MQ scheme developed by Hardy [4] is a simple expansion of a function or set of functions 
(I) in terms of simple upper hyperboloids (multiquadrics) 
N 
= - (1) 
j= l  
where 
=  _j)2 + A211/2, (2) 
where A 2 is an input shape parameter and (z -  zj)2 is the square of the Euclidian distance 
between z and z j. The unknown coefficients, {aj) are found by solving a set of linear equations, 
N 
• = ajg(  - (3) 
j= l  
Hardy's [5] review article cites 109 references discussing the evolution of MQ, its applications, 
and its theoretical understanding. Since MQ was first developed for scattered field data analyses, 
most of the cited applications deal with meteorological, c imatic, geophysical, and photometrical 
applications. 
To understand the theoretical foundation of the performance of MQ, Hardy and Nelson [6] 
showed that MQ is a consistent approximation toa biharmonic equation in which the singularities 
associated with a particle's elf potential are removed. MiccheUi [7] proved that, for the class 
of all conditionally-positive definite radial functions to which MQ belongs, the interpolation is
always solvable for noncoincident points. Madych and Nelson [8] showed that the functions of 
that class are solutions of a variational problem in which the semi-norm of the energy functional 
are minimized subject o the constraints that such functions collate at the nodes. Buhmann [9] 
showed that, even though the individual basis function diverges linearly in the asymptotic regions, 
the interpolant consisting of linear combinations decays as 
ll=ll~ "3"-u for odd n, (3a) 
II II  -=" -*  for even n, (3b) 
where n is spatial dimension of R n, and llz_l12 is the Euclidean orm of the separation in the 
asymptotic regions. Furthermore, Buhmann and Micchelli [10] prove that MQ is monotonic and is 
absolutely convergent as the spacing between odes tends toward zero. Madych and Nelson [11] 
obtained error estimates of arbitrarily high order for the class of interpolants to which MQ 
belongs. 
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3. MQ APPL IED TO PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
Partial differential equations (PDE's) consist of spatial operators such as divergences, gradients, 
Laplacians, and/or integrals as well as possible temporal operators for parabolic and hyperbolic 
PDE's. We are concerned with accurate approximations ofsuch spatial operators over arbitrarily 
shaped domain and node locations which minimize spatial truncation errors with minimal com- 
putational effort. This section will review previous work using MQ as the discretization scheme 
as well as new developments. 
Stead [12], like Franke [3], compared various approximation schemes for calculating partial 
derivatives of various test functions over a scattered node arrangement. She concluded that MQ 
was the most accurate scheme in those regions which had steep gradients, but performed poorly in 
relatively fiat regions. She recommended that a hybrid scheme be applied to estimate derivatives; 
in regions with moderate to steep gradients MQ should be used, and in relatively flat regions, a 
quadratic approximation should be used. 
In [13], we modified Hardy's original scheme by permitting the shape factor, A s, to vary with 
the basis function in the following manner: 
=Ami n k A2min / j=  1 ,2 , . . . ,N  and 2 Ami n > O, (4) 
such that, 
with 
N 
+ K I I% 
i=1 Io, l<m 
N 
: o, I, I < m. 
j= l  
(5) 
The resulting coefficient matrix is now nonsymmetrie, but there is one positive eigenvalue, 
and the remainder of the eigenvalues are complex with negative real components, and very small 
imaginary components. The computational dvantages of this modification are that the MQ 
coefficient matrix has a vastly improved condition number and that the interpolant and partial 
derivatives are very accurate. 
This improved accuracy can be attributed to the superposition of shapes which range from 
very narrow rounded cones, to bowls, and to pie-pan shapes emulating any type of function. As 
with Stead, we found that partial derivative stimates using this modified version of MQ gave 
excellent results in moderate to very steep gradient regions, but poor, noisy estimates in flat 
regions. 
The most plausible xplanation for the poor performance of MQ in flat regions, substantiated 
by computer experiments, is that the flat regions require basis functions with large A 2 shapes to 
emulate the flat regions. However, A s parameters, greater than 5000, give increasingly poorer 
condition numbers. On a Cray computer with 64 bit words, ill-conditioning becomes erious for 
matrix condition numbers greater than 1011-1012. There does not appear to be any theoretical 
limitation on the A s parameter other than it should be positive. The limitation, at present, is 
due to the finite word-length in computers. As with Stead [12], we suggested in [13] a hybrid 
scheme in which MQ be used in moderate to steep gradient regions, and a quadratic scheme be 
used in flat regions. The success of the modified MQ approach for interpolants and gradients is 
described in [13]. 
The high accuracy of MQ is very dependent upon the condition number of the MQ coefficient 
matrix. Not only do the choices of A~m, x and A2min affect the condition number, but so does 
the rank of the coefficient matrix, and the data arrangement. In solving integral equations, Dyn, 
Levin and Kippa [14,15] considered systems of equations of rank of approximately 150, and found 
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that preconditioning based on low-pass filtering worked quite well. However, we avoided large 
systems of linear equations by using domain decomposition. Before the paper of Buhmann [10] 
was published, Hardy [5] knew from experience that MQ dies off rapidly in asymptotic regions. 
This behavior was exploited in [13] by considering overlapping subdomains of 16-25 data points, 
and blending the solutions in this region. A refinement of the domain decomposition scheme will 
be presented later in this paper. 
The other consideration for accurate solutions and good coefficient matrix conditioning is the 
node arrangement. It was observed that scattered node arrangements give better conditioned 
coefficient matrices than those with square grids. Nodes on square grids give better conditioned 
matrices than those grids having large cell aspect ratios, such as "track" nodes, i.e., nodes which 
are closely spaced in one spatial direction, but widely spaced in the orthogonal direction. The 
reason for this sensitivity is that the more distinct he coefficient matrix elements are, the better 
the conditioning. Hardy [5] showed that unless" a transformation is applied to track nodes to give 
more distinct entries, ill-conditioning can yield poor results. 
We used MQ in [16] as the spatial discretization scheme for various PDE problems: 
(a) the parabolic advection diffusion equation (which was solved implicitly), 
(b) the hyperbolic system of PDE's modelling the von Neumann blast wave (which was solved 
explicitly) and 
(c) the elliptic Poisson equation. 
In these cases, MQ vastly outperformed standard finite difference schemes on the basis of 
accuracy and computational effort. Compared to MQ, simple finite difference schemes require far 
less computational effort per node to calculate derivatives. However, low-order finite difference 
and finite element schemes require considerable grid refinement in steep gradient regions. The 
fact that so much refinement is necessary makes uch simple schemes inefficient when the total 
effort over all the nodes is considered. For example, in [16] we compared the MQ and finite 
difference scheme for the hyperbolic system modelling the nonlinear yon Neumann blast wave 
problem. With MQ, there is no need for staggering grids as with traditional schemes. MQ using 
only 35 nodes yielded accuracy to four significant digits, whereas 5000 nodes using the simple 
finite difference scheme yielded accuracy to two significant digits. From an operation count, MQ 
was about four orders of magnitude more efficient han the 5000 point finite difference scheme in 
this example. 
In the advection-diffnsion problem, MQ was found to be more efficient han finite differences 
for Peclet numbers greater than 5.0. When the Peclet number was 50.0, the finite difference 
scheme used a linear combination of upwind and central differencing, using 45% upwinding. The 
cell discretization was a factor of 10 finer than with MQ; yet the finite difference solution was 
still less accurate than MQ which did not require upwinding. An elliptic Poisson equation, whose 
exact solution was an exponential, gave very excellent results over a unit square with just 30 
nodes. For this application, no comparisons were made with finite difference schemes. Examples 
were given in which Neumann or Dirichlet boundary conditions were used. 
4. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS OF MQ FOR APPLICATIONS TO THE 
GOVERNING EQUATIONS OF ENGINEERING AND PHYSICS 
The goal of our research is to learn more about MQ as an alternative spatial approximation 
scheme which would be useful for two- and three-dimensional problems consisting of general 
irregularly shaped problems that have arbitrary nodal arrangements. In this section, we will 
demonstrate hat our interpolation scheme and subsequent partial derivative stimates are rig- 
orously conservative for density-like quantities or flux-like quantities. Depending on whether the 
function to be interpolated is continuous or piecewise continuous, we present a scheme which can 
be used with domain decomposition to reflect he appropriate continuity. Our MQ scheme is both 
vectorizable and parallelizable; this yields a considerable computational advantage, provided load 
balancing is applied to domain decomposition. We are particularly interested in treating irregu- 
larly shaped domains containing inhomogeneously cattered nodes such as the example given in 
Figure 1. 
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Figure 1, An arbitrarily shaped oamin composed of 117 inhomogeneously scattered 
nodes. 
4.1. Conservation Constraints 
In any arbitrary domain, W, let us assume that a density-like variable, II, (mass density, 
momentum density and total energy density) has a source term, Six, and is discretized at N 
nodes. A condition for conservation is 
In the absence of source terms, we require 
]o(,2) ,(t2) = ..fo,,) n(tl) d (tx). (7) 
Conservation constraints are particularly important in numerical schemes in which the nodal 
locations change in time such as in Lagrangian or moving node schemes. 
For convenience, assume that there are no source terms and define 
= ] .  n d~, (8) P 
v = [o d~, (9) 
where f~ is the domain considered. We can insure that the interpolation of II over f] conserves p 
by the following set of N + 1 linear equations 
N 
K~lxl ~ + ~ ayg(_~ -_zi) + a~+l = n,, 
lal<m /=1 
N i, j  = 1 ,2 , . . . ,N  (10) / .  
K,~l_zl '~ / dx_ + ~_, aiI(xj) + a~v+l V = t~, 
[al<m . t  j= l  
COM4~24~SlS-L 
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with 
and where 
a#l:#la = O, 
IM<m 
f 
I (~)  =/n  g(x_ - z_j) d z. (11) 
If there are source terms, then it is straightforward to modify the above scheme to insure conser- 
vation. 
Let us consider the problem of ensuring proper flux conservation given that a flux is defined 
at N nodes in the domain, ~. Let the flux vector F be expanded as 
F = Fli:  + F2/2 + F3~, (12) 
and the surface element be expanded as 
dS-dS l~ l "bds2 i2"bdsa i3 ,  (13) 
where il, ~ and/-a are unit orthonormal vectors. 
In the absence of source terms, we know that 
/_F. dS- / Flds, +/F2ds2 + / F3dss - 0. 
Off 
(14) 
From the physics of the problem, we can specify 
/Fldsl, /F2ds2, /F3ds~. 
By construction, we insure our interpolation scheme, defined at the N points in W is conser- 
vative by the following sets of N + 1 equations. 
N 
g~]_=l= + ~_,a~g(~- -=_~)+aN+l  -" FI,, 
lal<m j----I 
(15a) 
Iol<m j=l 
N 
E g2za all + Ebjg(~ --  x_ j l '~ 'bN+l  - -  f2,, 
lal<m j=l 
N (15b) 
E K2a/~"ads'-l'Eb'I2(z-')+bN+I/ds2-'-/Fldsl-/F3ds3' 
[a]<m j= l  
N N 
E E K~[~I~ + Ec jg (~- -~)  +cN+I = PSi, 
[a[<m j= l  1=1 
N (15c) 
E K~/'z-'adss+EcjI3(z-')+CN+l/dSs--/Fldsl-/F2ds'' 
]a[<m j= l  
N N N 
[a[<m i----1 [a[<m i=1 ~a[<m j= l  
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where 
f 
II(z_j) = tg (z  _ -  z_j) dsx, (16a) 
= ~g(~_-_~) ass, (ISb) 12(_z j) 
= J~ g(z_ - _zj) dss, (16c) I3(zj) 
mad the N + 1 set coefficients, {aj} refers to component, F1; {bj}, refers to component F2; and 
{cj } refers to component F3. 
For the remainder of this paper, we shall limit our considerations to two spatial dimensions. 
Furthermore, we will limit our consideration fthe boundary of may domain (or subdomain) W to 
be defined by line segments. A typical domain in two dimensions i presented in Figure 1 having 
both concave mad convex components ofthe boundary. To insure either flux or extensive variable 
conservation, we must address the problem of finding the integrals of the MQ basis functions, 
bounded by line segments for line integrals or double integrals. 
Consider the basis function 
= x/i  - + + A2. (17) 
We wish to determine the integral of this function over a domain in z and y. If we substitute 
v=y-~,  
then Equation (13) becomes 
g(-~ - -~i) = , / , ,2  + ,,~ + ,,,2. ( i s )  
For contributions to line integrals, we can interchange u and v without loss of generality. From 
the table of integrals of Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [17], the integral over v becomes 
f v A 2 (uS+ As)In [2~/u2"+ v 2 + As + 2v] + C (19) I 1= gdv=:~/u~+v 2+ + 2 
and C is a constant of integration. 
If v is bounded by the straight line segment 
v = a u + 3, (20) 
where e mad 3 are the slope and intercept, respectively, then we obtain 
H = a *' + ~ v~+ "~ + A-------~ In [2V~+ 2(a *, + ~)1 + C, (21) 
2 2 
where 
R = A 2 + 3 ~ + 2 a 3 u + (a s + 1)u s. (22) 
The double integral is evaluated by integrating Equation (21) over u using the tables from [17], 
integration by parts, and expansion of partial fractions to obtain the double indefinite integral 
given by the following expression 
/ /"' us a ~ du 
---~" Ax (u+iA) +A2 (u_iAI +Bx -~du+Bs -~ +C, 
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where R is given by Equation (22), 
A1 = (2a242 + ~/2)~ + i(3A a~2 + vt 42(2 + a2)) (23) 
D 
A2 = (20242 + ~2)~ + i(34tr~2 + a 42(2 + a2)) (24) 
D 
D = 2i ~2 (A2( a + 2) + #n) (25) 
Aa 
i=  ¢=i ,  (26) 
s~ = (42 + ~2)(A~ +As) (A~ A2), 
42 -I- 2i ~/~ ~s" (27) 
s2 = iCa2 - a~)(~ 2 + A2) (28) A 
The expressions foe integrals uch as f ~ du are found in Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [17]. 
If the two-dimensional domain is a rectangle or parallelogram, the double definite integral is 
straightforward. Otherwise, we can triangulate sub-domain by sub-domain, and add the contri- 
bution of each triangle, using only the boundary nodes of each 0fL 
4.~. Improvements o the Domain Decomposition Scheme 
The next improvement to the MQ scheme is that of insuring continuity of all derivatives 
across subdomains if the function to be fitted is itseff continuous. In addition, we can likewise 
modify the scheme in a simple manner to treat jump discontinuities. The basic idea for insuring 
continuity across subdonmins was borrowed from Bjoerstad and Wilund [18], and Drya and 
Proskurowski [19], who used finite elements and domain decomposition to solve elliptic PDE's. 
We present a justification of transforming the global MQ expansion into a sequence of quasi- 
local expansions based on the asymptotic behavior of the MQ basis functions. Let us consider 
Equation (5) with a linear term appended to the MQ expansion: 
N 
• (=) = Ko + KII=I + ~ ajg(=_- x_j) (20) 
.i=1 
with constraints 
~"', aj = 0, 
~-'~ a./I=_./I - o. 
We can rearrange Equation (30) in the following manner for z in a subdomain Grn of f2: 
• (z) = Ko  "4- KI I=I + ~-'~'ajg(_=- =_j) + ~"aig(_= - z_j), 
~ aj = 0, 
~ajl=_./ I  = o. 
where ~' denotes the summations over all j such that, 
(=_- =_5) 2 <_ (4L )  
holds, and ~ *' denotes the sum,~ tion over all j such that 
(~_ =.)2 > (4~v.) =..j 
holds. Using the Schwartz inequality and condition (30b) we note 
g (=_ - z j )  _< 121 + Izj I, 
(30) 
(30a) 
C30b) 
(31) 
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so that, 
and 
• ÷ K I_=I ÷ - (32) 
aj o, 
where we assume condition (30a) to hold. 
The entire domain, fl, can be covered by a sequence of "quasi-local" expansions. Consider a 
set of p values of (Aa2ve)~, m -- 1, 2,.. .  ,p which form non-overlapping sets. The intersections 
of distinct subdomains are empty. The number of nodes contained in each Gm is controlled by 
controlling the average values of the shape parameters. 
However, the union of all such distinct f~ 's  does not cover G since we may have excluded 
some nodes in this procedure. We consider the remaining nodes which form "interfaces" between 
the f~ra's; these interfaces constitute a new set of subdomalus, An, each having radius, (A~ave)n. 
We form spheres which not only contain these interface nodes, but which may overlap with the 
nodes in the Gm's. We also permit nodes from one interface to overlap with nodes from another 
interface. To summarize, we note that the set intersections have the following properties: 
f~i n f]j -- 0 i ~ j, i , j  -- 1, 2, . . . ,p,  (33) 
AsNf~,n~0 or A iN f l~ ' -0 ,  (34) 
AsNAj~0 or A jnA j -0 .  (35) 
We can also see that the entire domain is covered since 
(£o- )  o (36) 
Figure 2 is the same as Figure 1 except he domain has been cut into 5 subdomains of the type 
tim, and 4 interfaces of the type An which are denoted by the dashed lines. We permit boundary 
nodes along the solid line segments to be included in the subdomainR, f~m. 
Figure 3 is a generalized MQ coefficient matrix. The non-zero block matrices illustrate our 
domain decomposition procedure. By construction, the subdomains, Gm are disjoint see Equa- 
tion (33). The contributions of the f~ 's to the MQ coefficient matrix are denoted by the square 
diagonal matrices in the upper left hand corner of Figure 3. The rectangular matrices hown 
in the upper-right and lower-left hand corners of Figure 3 represent the non-empty intersections 
of fir, and An. The matrices depicted in the lower right corner represent the non-empty set 
intersections of the '~nterfaces," i.e., As N Aj, excluding points which may overlap in the Gin's 
since they have been already included. 
Table I. The non-zero block matrix entries con-espondlng to Figure 2. 
1 2 3 4 5 a b c d 
I I I 
1 
I I I 
I 1 
I 
I I 1 I 
1 1 I 
I I I 
1 I I 
1 1 
1 1 
1 
1 1 
1 1 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
a 
b 
C 
d 
To illustrate how we determine the non-zero entries of the MQ coefficient matrix, let us consider 
Figure 2. The sub-domains are labeled 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 in a counter-clockwise direction; likewise, 
the interfaces are labeled a, b, c and d in the counter-clockwise direction. Table 1 shows the 
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Figure 2. The mmae domain as Figure 1 except the domain has beam cut into 5 
uon-ovedappins ,ubdom,im. 
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Fisure 3. A Sendal  sl~rse MQ coe/~clent matrix arising from subdomaln decompo- 
sltion constrained to ensure ~ C °O MQ expm~on.  
positions of the non-zero entries denoted by I; the blank entries denote zeroes in the coefficient 
matrix. 
Using pointers, we can compactly store the squsre-and rectangular matrices used to define the 
MQ coefficient mstrix. Likewise, the pointers for minimizing storage requirements are used in 
the Ganssisn reduction to upper triangular forms. 
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When a system of dependent variables are solved, we can save computational labor by storing 
the inverses of the diagonal block matrices performing such operations only once. Using the stored 
inverses, we can proceed with the Gaussian elimination procedure for each dependent variable 
to find each set of expansion coefficients. A similar example illustrating the minimization of 
computer operations is found in [16] in which the same inverses were used for three dependent 
variables and three flux variables. By insuring that the ranks of the subdomain coefficient matrices 
are comparable, the Gaussian elimination scheme is "load balance," so that it can be efficiently 
processed on parallel computers; ee Gustafson, Montry, and Benner [20]. 
From Figure 3, we see that, if the function to be fitted is continuous everywhere, including at 
the boundary, then the MQ expansion is also continuous everywhere since every node experiences 
the contribution of every other node, by construction. Referring to Figure 2, we can likewise treat 
discontinuous functions with some adaptation. The dashed lines may represent an interface across 
which a finite jump discontinuity exists, and the function is double-valued along such an interface. 
We now include in the subdomain contributions, the appropriate one-sided value contribution of 
the interfaces with the other subdomains. The resulting system of linear equations are disjoint 
along such interfaces. These fronts can be propagated using either the approach of the Courant 
Institute [21,22] or that of Osher and Sethian [23]. For actual use in a system of PDE's, the 
appropriate jump conditions would be used across the interfaces. Another alternative would be 
to assume that some natural dispersion has spread the interface across a very thin region, and 
the function is continuous across the interface. The latter approach will be illustrated later. 
For situations in which shocks appear, we recommend tracking "strong" shocks, and capturing 
"weak" shocks. 
5. EXAMPLE CALCULATIONS 
In this section, we will present he results of two calculations in which MQ is the spatial 
approximation discretization scheme used to estimate partial derivatives. This study has been 
restricted to studying methods for spatial approximations over irregular two-dimensional domains 
with inhomogeneously cattered nodes. 
We present our results based on a limited study of partial derivative stimates since accurate 
spatial behavior is crucial for any PDE study; see [16]. We will consider two test cases which 
have exact formulations which are C ~. The first example is 
f(z, y) = exp(3z -t- 4y), (37) 
which varies from 1.0 to 1200 over the unit square; see Figure 4. The second example is 
(38) 
where S = 200,000. 
In the first example, the "amoeba" shaped object in Figure 1 was used where the triangles 
denote the position of the spatial z,y nodes. We assume that, at these nodes, the values o f f  are 
defined, see Equation (37). The object of this study is to compare the accuracy of the gradient 
approximation using the Voronoi mesh method with the MQ method. 
We will first present he results obtained by the Voronoi mesh method which has been used by 
Clark [24], and Trease [25], as the discretization scheme in their free Lagrange scheme. Figure 5 
represents the Voronoi mesh which was generated courtesy of Peter Eltgroth of LLNL using the 
nodal locations in Figure 1. Note that the Voronoi mesh method requires a convex hull, and 
cannot include the boundary points, unless fictitious nodes had been inserted along the lines 
defined by (0,0), (0,1), (1,1) and (1,0). We further note that, because of the inhomogeneously 
scattered nodes used, sample nodes are surrounded by polygons ranging from triangles to 14-sided 
polygons. The procedure used to calculate gradient was exactly that described by Clark [24]. 
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Figure 4. A Veronol mesh generated from the nodes of Figure I. 
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Figure 5. A plot of exp(3z + 4y) over a unit square. 
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Now consider the relative rrors in the gradient estimates as a function of index number of the 
node. Throughout this paper, we use the following definitions 
- 
d~ = f~t  , (39) 
= (40) 
f; x~t  
where 
al (41) 
of 
Figures 6 and 7 show the relative rrors of the partial derivatives of f :  and fu using the Voronoi 
mesh method, e~cluding the boundary nodes. We note some very large error means and standard 
deviations 
dfz mean = 0.50206; standard eviation = 1.56427, 
dfy mean = 0.72055; standard eviation = 0.74529. 
We surmise that the large errors using the Voronoi mesh method are due to the relatively large 
spacings and the linear interpolation scheme, see Clark [24]. Clark, realizing the deficiencies of 
the Vornoi mesh scheme, developed a more accurate "modified mesh" scheme described in [26]. 
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Figure 6. The relative rrors of f= versus index n, tmber over the domain in Figure 1, 
excluding the boundary nodes calculated by the Voronol mesh method. 
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Figure 7. The relative rrors of J~ versus index l~nmhe0r over the domain in Fib, u re  I ,  
excluding the boundary nodes calculated by the Voronoi mesh method. 
Next to be considered are the relative rrors using the strictly conservative MQ domain compo- 
sition scheme. Figure 2 shows 5 subdomains and 4 interfaces which were arbitrarily constructed 
so that the resulting problem would be "load" balanced. No attempt was made to optimize the 
splitting procedure. Each subdomain, excluding the interfaces, but including the boundaries, 
contains 17 nodes; each interface contains 8 nodes. The node numbering started at the lower left 
most node. Using the double integration scheme over triangles constructed from nodes on the 
interfaces and the boundary, the MQ integral was 19.9897, and the exact integral was 20.0385, or 
a relative rror of 0.00243. The value of the exact integral was used in the interpolation scheme; 
see Equation (10). 
Figures 8 and 9 show the MQ relative rrors versus node number. The mean errors are 0.00133 
and 0.0438, and the standard eviations are 0.03341 and 0.03080, for the z and y partial derivative 
relative rrors, respectively. Although the relative rrors, for the most part, are very close to the 
mean which is close to zero, there are some larger excursions where the node spacing is quite 
large, especially along the interfaces with node numbers 86 to 117. In addition, these interfaces 
behave somewhat like "track" nodes which were not optimized, as in [13]. 
Buhmann [10] has shown that the unmodified MQ scheme in 2D converges in order 0(hs), 
where h is the spacing. So as expected, convergence is quite good for nodes which are more 
densely spaced. Another consideration which appears to be related to the spacing consideration 
is that even though the interface coefficient matrices are of rank 8 in contrast to rank 17 for the 
subdomains, the condition umbers for the interface coefficient matrices range from 109 to 1011 
in contrast to 106 to 107 for the suhdomain matrices. Our experience in [13] has shown that MQ 
can yield better esults than the results presented here. Considerably more research is required 
to determine the size, shape, number of nodes and subdomain selection method which would 
optimize the results. 
The next three figures, Figures 10-12, show the MQ relative rrors of the second derivatives, 
f~=, /~ ,  and fx~ against he node index number. Figure 9 shows the relative errors of/=~. 
1,0 
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Figure 9. The relative errors of f~ versus index number over the darnAin in FJKure 1 
using MQ. Boundary nodes are included. 
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Although the largest errors are approximately of order 1.0, (100%), we have some clustering 
of errors near zero• The mean error of 0.28554 appears to arise from the contributions of the 
interfaces. The same observation holds true for the errors in fw and f~.  The mean errors are 
0.28554, 0.25473, and 0.11049, and the standard deviations are 0.68065, 0.66874, and 0.20269 for 
f~x, f¢~, and fx~, respectively• 
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Figure I0• The rel~tlve rrors of J~s versus index number over the dom~n in Figure 1 
using MQ. Boundary nodes are included• 
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Figure 12. The relative rrors of J~  versus index number over the domain in F|sure 1 
using MQ. Boundary nodes are included. 
The next problem which was investigated was a circular shock problem defined over the domain 
depicted in Figure 13. The bold dark lines indicated the boundary, 0~, and the dashed line 
indicates the position of the shock defined by a circle centered at x = 1/2, y - 0, and radius 0.3. 
Because we have chosen an arctangent function to represent a consistent shock approximation, 
we have chosen the rapid variation along the radii to have five nodes, of total thickness 10 -4 . 
The graphics are not sufficient o resolve these nodes. The plot of the function over the unit 
square is shown in Figure 14. 
The shock itself is defined at 50 nodes. The half-circle is discretized at ten uniformly spaced 
angles, in the radial direction, and at each value of the angle, there are five nodes uniformly 
distributed over a width of 10 -4. As indicated by Hardy [5] and Kansa [13], such a data arrange- 
ment yields the "track" node problem which can be very difficult. The "track" node problem is 
familiar in finite difference and element schemes in which the cell aspect ratios are very poor; in 
this example, the cell aspect ratio is about 10,000. 
The "track" node problem is especially bad since the coefficient matrices are terribly ill- 
conditioned. It was shown in [13] that transformations are needed to map the nodes onto a 
unit square for 2D problems, and introduce rotations and shear transformations to further make 
the entries of the MQ coefficient matrix more distinct. 
The shock was divided into two subdomains and one interface. By experiment, we found that 
the following coordinate transformations, 
u = az  + by  (43) 
v - -  cz d" dy (44)  
worked reasonably well in the shock itself, where 
a - -324,000, 23,579, and 1.52, 
b - 363,521, 54,723, and 1.28, 
c = 89,342, - 235,850, and - 1.43, 
d = -661,500, - 630, and 1.74. 
for the two subdomains and line interface. The condition umbers were approximately 109. 
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Figure 15. The relative rrors of f= versus index number using MQ in the circular 
shock. 
The results for the relative errors in the partial derivatives are presented in Figures 15 and 16. 
The mean errors are 0.00340 and -0.01685, and the standard deviations are 0.06179 and 0.08186, 
for the errors in fz and/y, respectively. 
We also examined the partial derivative estimates in the '2]at" regions, excluding the shock 
indicated by the dashed line in Figure 13. In these two regions above and below the dashed line, 
the max imum gradient occurred near the shock, but died off rapidly to a value of 10 -s. From 
experience [13,16], MQ does not perform well in flat gradient regions. 
For the flat gradient reg/ons, we considered a linear, 
Z = ao + a lz  + a~y (45) 
and a quadratic fit, 
Z -" ao -.[- a lx  -[- a2y + asz  ~ + a4y 2 "Jr" aszy  (46) 
about sample nodes, and its nearest neighbors which were chosen by distance and angular con- 
siderations. 
The gradients obtained from either Equation (45) or Equation (46) were small and typically 
ranged from 0.01 to 10.0 in magnitude. However, the signs were often wrong; we obtained 
large relative errors which ranged from 0.3 to 750,000. These large relative errors are due to 
division by very small exact values, as can be seen from Equations (39) and (40). The simple 
linear and quadratic local fits have no continuity or monotonicity constraints such as monotonic 
cubic splines which are defined only on tensor product grid. More research is required to find 
satisfactorily accurate gradient estimates over scattered nodes when the function over a specific 
region is relatively flat. 
6. SUMMARY 
We have considered the general problem of obtaining accurate spatial approximations of inte- 
grals and partial derivatives over an irregularly shaped, non-convex domain with inhomogeneonsly 
scattered nodes which would be useful for general free Lagrangian and moving node schemes. We 
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Figure 16. The relative crors of f~ vecsus index n~ml~e¢ ~ MQ in the circular 
shock. 
have shown by construction that our fits can be made rigorously conservative for either density- 
like or flux-like variables. 
Because MQ is a linear expansion of basis functions, it is quite localized as shown by Buh- 
mann [I0]. By appending a linear polynomial to the MQ expansion and using the linear asymp- 
totic form of the MQ basis functions, we can formulate a quasi-local MQ expansion having local 
support over each subdomaln. The union of all subdomains cover the entire domain and insures 
proper derivative continuity. Thus, we are justified in using domain decomposition to give a very 
sparse system of linear equations. Derivative continuity, to all orders, is achieved by permittin 8 
limited communication among subdomains by the interface subdomains. Mathematical jump dis- 
continuities can likewise be treated by modifying the interface condition to be double-valued and 
by not permitting any communication across uch interfaces. This yields a disjoint set of linear 
equations. Only after the appropriate spatial approximations have been formed, communication 
across uch discontinuties is permitted by jump conditions. 
We have found that MQ gives very good derivative stimates of partial first derivatives whose 
mean errors are three orders of magnitude lower than those obtained by the Voronoi mesh method 
of Clark [24]. In addition, the double integral obtained from the MQ fit is very close to the exact 
value. The second partial derivative stimates are also generally quite good, except here is 
considerably more scatter in the errors. 
For a shock-like 2D problem, the MQ estimates are quite good for the partial derivatives 
defined in a very thin region with very poor cell aspect ratios. However, we found that the 
gradient estimates using linear and quadratic fits, in the fiat regions, are poor. 
MQ, which is ideally suited to irregularly shaped do~nA and inhomogeneously cattered 
nodes, has great potential as an alternative spatial approximation scheme. Not only is MQ 
very accurate requiring far less discretization than finite difference or finite element methods, 
but it is now, by construction, rigorously conservative. Because of the domain decomposition 
scheme~ MQ can be especially attractive for use on parallel processing computers when it is Uload 
balanced. ~ MQ is also attractive for f~ee Lsuan p and moving node schemes since it is (1) very 
accurate in reSions of moderate to steep gradients, ($) does not reqtdre a grid, (3) nodes can be 
added or deleted without the connectivity problems, and (4) the interpolation to new positions 
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is guaranteed to be conservative. From references [14-16], we see that MQ can be used as the 
spatial discretization scheme for integral, and intego-differential equations as well as hyperbolic, 
parabolic and elliptic PDE's. 
However, before MQ can be seriously considered in PDE schemes, more research is required. 
First, we need to develop criteria to subdivide optimally domains into subdomalns. Second, we 
need to develop better schemes for treating the '%rack" node problem which arises in steep fronts 
of finite thickness. Third, we need either to find a method to extend MQ to adequately treat 
relatively fiat regions without giving rise to very ill-conditioned matrices, or else to find a suitable 
hybrid approach which is sufficiently monotonic and continuous. Such experience will be valuable 
in the extension of MQ to 3D problems. 
We have shown in [16] that MQ can be vastly more efficient and accurate in PDE problems 
than the simple finite difference method. Finite difference, finite element and spectral methods 
have been extensively studied by many researchers over many years. Yet these well-established 
methods are expensive to run in 2D and 3D, require fine tuning, and, except for spectral methods, 
have undesirable spatial truncation error problems. MQ requires much more computational nd 
theoretical analyses before it can be used in general engineering and physics problems. However, 
the results thus far are quite encouraging. 
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